
nODE
The ECS related software status

1. As you will remember, the panels I developed to configure the nODEs datapoints and their 
hardware (for each card: the five GBTx, the two SCAs, the four NSYNCs, etc ...) are still in the 
testing phase. Unfortunately, not all tests have been successful and a few more days will be 
needed to get to the release. To be honest, there is also a small part, recently introduced, that 
has yet to be developed. I remember that these panels are important not only for the 
Connectivity Test but also for Commissioning, because most (if not all) of their panels will also 
be used by the monitor program that will be used for Commissioning.

2. The new versions of the libraries required for the Connectivity Test are ready and also those for 
the aforementioned panels, except for one library that has yet to be finished. This is the library 
that manages the configuration of GBTx devices and that makes use of the data files produced 
by Pietro during the test of the nODE boards. I spent a couple of days developing a bash shell 
script that reformats Pietro's data to get dynamic structures that can be immediately 
incorporated into the library. In effect, this script produces pure CTRL code with the data 
necessary for configuring GBTx devices.
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3. It is important now that I mention a problem: the configuration data of the various GBTx are 
specific to each nODE card, that is, each individual GBTx device must be configured with its own 
data. To do this, the software I am developing must 'know' on which nODE card it is working. 
Each nODE boards shows on the its serigraphy a ‘Serial Number' which unfortunately is not 
electronically readable, but each nODE card has two SCAs whose IDs can be read. These IDs are 
therefore specific to each nODE boards so it is possible associate the correct configuration data 
to each nODE card by reading the IDs of its SCAs and writing a table that associates each nODE
with its Serial Number and its SCA IDs. This table was created by Pietro. Unfortunately, the data 
relating to the nODEs cards already shipped to Geneva are missing, so here is the problem: 
before you can make the real Connectivity Test, someone has to go to Geneva with the task of 
completing the table ...
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Few words on the integration of my software with that of Sofia, to be experimented on the setup of 
Roma1.

I have already illustrated my ideas on this point during the restricted meeting between me, Sofia 
and Davide, last Tuesday, but I didn't have time to work on it ...

For sure I will need an account to be able to access the minidaq2 of Roma1, I have sent an email to 
Sofia with many questions on this and other points and I’ve had many replies (thank you Sofia). I will 
try to work on the setup of Roma1 as soon as possible ...

For the moment that’s all 
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